
Positional Words
Activity Pack

Here’s an engaging way to reinforce listening skills and deepen students’ understanding of positional words
at the same time! As your students listen to clear, easy-to-follow directions and complete the activities on the
reproducible sheets, they will get plenty of practice with positional words and prepositions. A summary of
the recorded instructions and a full-color answer key for each activity make correcting students’ work a
breeze. There’s even a reproducible chart for tracking each child’s progress. Plus, the sturdy reclosable folder
stores everything neatly and securely!

What’s Included
• Listening & Following Directions audio cassette & CD
• 16 reproducible activities
• Activity summaries
• Student progress chart
• Answer key
• Storage folder

Getting Started
Select one of the activity sheets and make photocopies for the children. Each child will also need crayons or
markers, including red, orange, yellow, green, blue, brown, and black. Cue the cassette tape or CD to the
beginning of the selected activity and provide headphones if you plan to have the children use them. Explain
to your students that they should listen carefully to the cassette or CD and follow the instructions they
hear. Then start the tape or CD—that’s all there is to it!

Note: For your convenience, the activity pack includes both a cassette and CD version of the audio instruc-
tions. The cassette and CD feature the exact same recordings. On the cassette, Side A has the instructions
for activities 1-8, while Side B features activities 9-16. On the CD, the track numbers correspond to the num-
ber of the activity. For example, track 1 features the instructions for activity 1 - Camp Out.
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above
below
beneath
under
over
in
out

inside
outside
in front
behind
next to
beside
around

across
between
through
up
down
on
off

Vocabulary Words


